Scribe Notes Run #1708- Bang Wad Dam Island, 27 October 2018

After last week’s antics (with some not getting back until 2030) we wondered what was in store for us. ‘Well it’s
pretty impossible for the Hares to screw up here, they could lay it blindfolded’ was overheard at one point. A very nice
variation on the theme saw us go uphill despite JB’s obvious lie that it was flat, then down to the run walk split, where
yet again the Walkers (or Short Cutting B’stards (SCBs) as they shall be re-known from now on) excelled in stuffing up
what was the most obvious split of the year. The key is to follow paper, not make like sheep and follow someone who is
off paper. It was only 20m anyway! After one Hasher stayed behind for 5 minutes to gently get the walkers to go the
right way (and add to the vocabulary of some) it was back on the run and up the knacker cracker hill that is always a joy
to climb. For the lucky guy who was stuck behind La Lasagna it seemed he would be happy to climb Everest with the
view he had. Around the road and onto the track again, Swollen Colon said ‘stuff this’ and headed off on a long cut
instead of staying on paper. A nice run in back to the laager saw both runners and walkers in a jovial mood.
To make up for last week’s late start we started early this week, with the now traditional re-cap of what
happened last week. To be fair the re-cap mainly addressed what occurred after the circle with the lost SCBs (anyone
starting to noticing a pattern?) encountering Kalim, horny elephants and deep ravines. Despite the fact that SCBs are not

supposed to vote for Hash Shit an
exception was made in
this case due to the momentous loss of 6 Hashers on dangerous trails in the dark. Apparently Sing Bark and Nutty
Professor Fungi have vowed never to come back on the Hash again. As the only guilty B’stard present the honour was
bestowed upon Hard On, much to the relief of WTFIA. Fungus was removed from the equation for staying behind until

the bitter end and engaging with the horny elephants in order to retrieve Wet Wet Wet and Eins Zwei Dry who were
hunkered down in a ditch (cue elephant wanking jokes from the GM).
Back on track the Hares (Bunnyken Pis, Clitmas Pussy, Jungle Balls and Mannequin Pis) were called in for a well-

deserved beer only to find that YET AGAIN a
SCB was missing, this
time a visitor from the Isle of Wight, Bilbo – fortunately he came in 5 minutes later. 14 Returners in the circle next,
including Carlos the Sex Tourist who had been announcing to all and sundry that he had Acute Angina. ‘I always thought
he was a bit of a c**t ‘ was overheard at this point (think about it!)
Mannequin Pis then got Wilma in for scaring off his customers the night before- getting pissed and drinking

obnoxious cocktails made from egg, Kahlua and
pepper. Wilma was presented with
the economy version of egg, beer and pepper complete with a slightly green face.
Vengeance was quickly forthcoming as the Steward (Wilma) promptly iced MP whilst thanking the Hares for a
good run. This was followed by the antics of the non-biking member of the Bike Hash, Paper, who manages to demolish
more beer that the others combined, ably assisted by Tequila Slapper. Paper managed to collapse over the seat of the
truck last week with her bum sticking out. Never one to miss an opportunity JC took advantage of the situation to open a
beer. Other solutions are available and probably more enjoyable. Twice Nightly, Murkury, Root and The Blue Harlot then
joined the Steward who presented them with Twice Nightly- now able to out run all of them, much to her relief and
safety. Hares back in at the end of the spot just so Wilma could ice MP again. As MP had adopted a Maraud shirt at this
point he was forced to address the ice correctly, much to the delight of Bunnyken Pis who clearly likes it tight.

Numbered runs next with To Be A Cunt and Just Perfect getting 25 run shirts and SADG iced for inappropriate
comment. The Blue Harlot then got a well-earned 900 run shirt (although it is mis-spelled- he is THE Blue Harlot, not
Blue Harlot!).

4 Virgins followed and Fungus got
overexcited with his ice bucket,
nearly tripping over in his haste to ice one buxom young lady- he really needs to get out more.
We then had the big group of Isle of Wight hashers, led by Philthy Pisshead welcomed at last. They entertained

us with a selection of Show Tunes,
including ‘We’re all Queer
Together’, as the GM likes a bit of music (this continued on the bus all the way back to Patong- no wonder PP headed off
in the opposite direction). Clitmas Pussy then got a Hasher in who had no name yet. As she had 3 passports CP

wondered what she was running from. After a few false
starts On the Run became ‘On
the Game’, much to the delight of some of the older members of the circle. Bilbo then got the Hares in and tried to find

out why they tried to lose him. PP’s answers are probably unprintable. Berthless Boatie then enquired as to what
Houdini and Chastity Belt had been up to after the run to allow Houdini to be wearing Chasity Belt’s numbered run shirt.
We never did get the true answer but Chastity Belt did seem to be glowing.
Murkury next to demonstrate the findings of the ESA’s survey of Mercury- turns out there’s not much on the
surface, it’s quite dense and there’s nothing useful about it- if the cap fits…………………….. Bunnyken Pis was last in and
chastised by Fungus for not clearing trails- She pointed out that if Fungus joined her on the mini-marathon the next
morning, (well doe to Gerbil, Flip Flop and the others that did it as well) which he politely declined to do, she would
happily clear trails for him in future.

The Hares were called in and
despite a bit of convolution we finally
got the circle singing support for the Hares as a pleasant change. Good Run was given and the Runmaster overstepped
his mark by relieving Fungus of the Chain of Shame.
Circle closed and the Isle of Wighters serenaded the bus passengers all the way back to the Expat drop-off. A
good day had by all
ON ON to next week- let’s see who turns up late.

REMEMBER HASHLIGHT SAVINGS TIME IS NOW IN EFFECT-THE RUN
STARTS AT 1530 FROM NEXT SATURDAY

